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Tipping is not a city in China SU choirs sing in the
Christmas season
Melissa Sweat
Staff Reporter

In the choral music world, the
Magnificat is a famous textandhas
been adapted to many different
With finals fast approaching, the musical settings. Its message, too,
holiday bustle underway, and the can besimilarly tailoredtosuitthese
presenttensioninthe worldspawned modern times.
by the events of Sept. 11, who
Joy Sherman, Directorofthe SU
couldn't use alittle "time-out?"
Choirs chose the Magnificat as the
Seattle University Choirs' focus of the festival long before
Magnificat! A Festival of Christ- Sept. 1 1, but finds it "very appromas will notonly be an opportunity priate for this time when the world
forpeaceand reflection,butis prom- is so torn up."
ised to be a wonderful performance.
"The Magnificat talks aboutGod
Presented by the SU Choirs and helping His people, and from my
Fine Arts Department, the annual view, we'reallGod's people— and
festival willinclude many treats for if we are aware of that then we
the eyes and ears. A candlelight movein the waysofpeace.If we're
procession will commence the not awareof that, and we think that
roughlyhour and a half event (with wehave to be in competition with

ALEXIS JUDAY-MARSHAU/ EOfTOfWN-CHEIF

Tipjarsreappearedrecently aton-campuscoffee cartsandTheSidebarafter complaints about tippingBon
Appe'titemployeespromtedBon Appetit managementto remove them.

Student Cabinet says money talks
Jean Wahlborg

StaffReporter

TheStudentCabinet,anumbrella
student organizationcomprised of

many student groups,is proposing
major budget changes to veteran
student groups such as KSUB,
ASSU,SEAC and theSeniorClass
Committee.
The Student Cabinet's idea to
collaborate moneycomesfromtheir
desire to have a stronger student
voice.
The StudentCabinet redrafted an
initial proposal that was sent on
November 1st from JoanClaar, Interim Vice President for Student
Development, to ASSU President
Virgil Domaoan.
This initial proposal suggested
that funding currently being allocatedto ASSU,SEAC, TheSpectator, KSUB and the Senior Class
Committee be combined into one
large fund and then be divided up
by ASSU.
Claar claims the advantages to
this type of fund distribution in-
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clude student control of money allocated to campus events, an increase of collaboration among student groups and fund requesting
having the backing of all student
organizations.
The Student Cabinet saw many
problems with the initial proposal.
Domaoanand otherCabinetmembers felt that if the budgets of the
proposed groups werecombined a
group other than ASSU shoulddistributethemoney. They have since
madechanges andput theproposal
in their own words.
However, the process of draftingthis proposalhas notbeen easy.
The Spectator, who was initially
included in the Student Cabinet's
proposed budget changes did not
like what was going on.
Inameeting late last Wednesday
night with Domaoan, who could
not be reached for comment, Editor-in-Chief AlexisJuday-Marshall
andManaging EditorAmyBaranski
officially withdrew from the student drafted proposal.
They were concerned that if a
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student governing body controlled
thepaper's funding,they might lose
freedom of the press.
"What good is anewspaper that
has to depend on student politicians? [Claar's] suggestion opens
the door to control,censorship and
stomping ontheFirst Amendment,"
Tomas Guillen,The Spectator advisor, wrote in a heated letter to
Clarr.
Guillen was not aloneinhis concerns overthe proposal. Communi-

cation professor Gary Atkins further explained in ane-mail sent to
Jeff Philpott, Chair ofthe Communication department, "Student newspapersshouldbe independentofthe
student governments that they are
supposed to be 'watchdogs' and
critics of."
"Allowing astudent government
to totally control the purse-strings
for the scholarships and operating
expenses of the newspaper effectively turns the publication into a
PR vehicle for the student government," Atkins wrote.
Although the Student Cabinet
made changes to their proposal, so
that ASSU would not solely be responsible for doling out money,
Juday-Marshall and Baranski still
were not satisfied.

SeeCabinet on page 5

intermission) during whichall four
choirs willperform an arrayof traditional and contemporary carols
centeringon theMagnificat.
The Magnificat is said to be the
Virgin Mary's song of rejoice she
sings upon discovering that she is
—
going to give birth to Jesus "my
soul magnifiesthe Lord, my spirit
rejoices in God,my savior."

each other, then wecome up with
the typesof things that happenedon

the 11th."
Sherman will conduct the SU

Choirs,performingfiveMagnificats

in total. The Magnificats inciude
baroque,renaissance,contemporary
andinternationalforms.Otherhigh-

See Magnificat! on page 13

Candlelight memorial for
human rights activist
NicoleRetana
News Editor
The murdered body of human
rights attorney and Catholic nun,
Digna Ochoa, was found just two
monthsago onFriday,October 19,
in a small attorney's office in
Mexico City.

According to the human rights
journal Index on Censorship, her
body had been shot and tagged
with a note portending of more
killings to come.
"This was a person who never
shied away from taking on the

toughestandmost sensitive cases,"

See Candlelight on page 6
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risks,
"It's injustice that motivates us to do something, to take
"
knowing that if we don 't, things will remainthe same. Digna

Ochoa (1963-2001)
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Editorial

Stretching the Budget

Budget.
We can easilypicture the members of Congress leaningoff the edges
of their chairs arguing about taxes, governmentspending, welfare and
Medicare.
Budgeting.
Remember back to thedays ofyouth whenyou asked your parents for
a new bike, or last week when you asked for money for laundry
detergent. There would be family meetings over household expenses.
Mom would have to buy generic pasta, while Dad would have to stop
buying the newspaper that he never really read anyway.
But how can SU's student organizations revamp their budgets?
UnlikeCongress,lobbyersdon'tgrease SUstudentofficials' pockets.
MomandDad don't have the final say. It is all in the sometimes shaky
hands of the Student Cabinet.
During the current budget revamp, the Student Cabinetis making a
hasty movethat may affect some schoolorganizationsfor years tocome.
TheStudent Cabinet, created last year in anhonest effort for student
groups to become stronger through unity, has practically slapped togetherabudgetproposal that willchange the way ASSU,SEAC,KSUB,
and the Senior ClassCommittee operate.
A proposal was created by the Interim Vice President of Student
Development,Joan Claar.This proposalrequested that ASSU,SEAC,
The Spectator, KSUB and the Senior Class Committee work under a
singular budget that wouldbe regulatedby ASSU.
TheStudentCabinet has already shownhow disastrous a proposal can
be without spending the proper time to think about the repercussions of
such extreme changes. In their initial proposal, the Student Cabinet
suggested The Spectator's budget be combined with ASSU, KSUB,
SEAC,andSenior Class Committee. A good journalistic sense reveals
that such a proposal could completely ruin the identity of a student
newspaper.

The Spectator does receive funding through the school, but prides
itself onbeingable to fairly andaccurately report the news.Beingunder
the purse strings of ASSU, a type of governmental association, would
have caused seriousethical issues as well as First Amendment disputes.
When the proposal was drafted and submitted, ASSU was the only
party to contact The Spectatorabout the upcomingchange. The Spectator was not given the courtesy of being informed by Claar, nor had she
addressed the ethical and political consequences of suchanaction.
The proposal is currently being rewritten by the Student Cabinet;
however,77ic Spectator has officially withdrawn from the revised
proposal.
Instead of rewriting suggestions made by interim Vice-President
Claar, the Student Cabinet should hold community forums to ask the
student body what they want to be done.
Right now the Student Cabinet is pressed for time to come up with
amiable proposal revisions. We urge them to take more time to make
sure that this is in the best interests of student organizations, currently,
and in the future.

S CATTLE
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I'll show you non-traditional
chairs, and by now that was the
supportImost needed, havingjust
learned that Iwas officially desig-

my next class, Idecided to investigate thisID thing in earnest.I wanderedaroundcampus,readingsigns
nated a Non-Traditional Student. and peering in doorways. Iended
Now, whatthehell kindofPCclap- up at the Student Union, and found
trap was this? I'm OLD, for aninformation desk. Unfortunately,
Chrissake! And damned lucky to the young woman behind the desk
be, andunembarrassed by the fact, wasreceivinginformation ofrather
which is rendered no less obvious a personalsort from a young man,
by that boneheadtitle. Somehow, I and Icould only manage to grab a
wasn't achievingthe desiredlevel grudging fraction of her attention.
oforientation. And it was raining Her directions to the ID office were
harder. And they were still wel- vague, and my attempt
RuthBonvouloir
— to follow
coming. And the sandwiches were themput me in achapel verynice,
Spectator Columnist
getting wet. I'd begun to hope the and probably not a bad idea,but no
mike would short out.
ID's there. And it was starting to
I
eased out of the standing herd rain. After twomore apologetic apand wandered away toward where peals to the StudentUnioninfodesk
It was an event I'dbeen antici- I'd parked. It seemed a wise move. (I didn'tknow who else to ask), I
—
pating for years the start of my What if I'd won a free counseling found theID place atlast.By thenit
junior year as a transfer student at session or YD screening or some- was raining fairly hard and Iwas
SU, the realization of a dream I'd thing at that drawing? I
might have wet, my damp hair hanging limp
held secretly for as long as I
could become irreversibly disoriented aroundmyflushed face. The attenremember. Containing my excite- beforeI
evenattended myfirstclass. dant at the ID office was polite and
ment took a concerted effort, but I Ireasoned with myself: it was un- efficient, butIwanted tochoke him
putforth that effort, wantingtocon- derstandable that the presentation anyway. Thelittle rat was going to
ceal the blitheringidiot beneath my hadmissedme. I'dbeen living out- take my picture. What joy. Now I
collected exterior.
sidethecollegeidiom foryears,and would have permanent photo eviThe day before classes began I apparently they spoke a different dence of my disoriented, damp,
still thought amapwould perspiring, irritated appearance on
attended a gathering billedas New language.I
Student Orientation. We new stu- have been useful, but no one had campus at the outset of my advendentsassembledinaroomthatcould provided one, and they were all so ture in higher education.
comfortably accommodate a third sincere,Imust not really need it. I Buying my books was a more
of us, and were asked to moveout- wonderedwhere Iwas supposed to pleasantexperience,ifI
didn't think
doors onto thelawn. (We werebus- park, and what it cost. I'd heard aboutthemoney. Thecampus bookied signing scraps of paper for a mention of a "Student ID" several store still gave out those goody
drawing; the young people direct- times; Iwondered where it came boxesof samples and promo mateing the activity smiled at us with from the student stork, maybe? rials frommanufacturers. I
remem—
greatdetermination,assuringusthat Did he have an office? Where in bered these from yearsago there
this was fun.) On the lawn there hell did you get a dry sandwich was some great stuff in them back
werechairs enough toaccommo- around here? A cocktail, even a then. Ifound a table in theStudent
date a third of the group, while the small one, was out of the question Union and, ignoring $265 worthof
rest of us stood in a shuffling herd of course, but the idea was infi- new textbooks, Idumped out the
aroundtheperimeter.Staff was set- nitely more appealing than a soggy goody box. Foil packets of shamting up a banquet table behind us sub sandwich— my courage was poo and conditioner, that wasnice.
withsub sandwichesand softdrinks. flaggingandmy nerves werefrayed. Coupons, thathadn't changed. Cell
—
No chairs, though.Itstarted torain. Iwas on an alien planet, and I phone service that was certainly
't'
One by one,a succession ofsin- couldn t seem to zeroinon the most new. What was this? Overnight
cere ladies took the mic and wel- basic navigational cues.
BlemishReducers? Encouraging; I
early
comed us effusively (over the feednext
day
Iarrived
the
for had forgottenabout obsessing about
no
back),describingin detailthe many my first class, and succeeded in zits nice to recall aproblem I
services theyprovided on campus. locatingit. Unfortunately,thewhole longerhad. More coupons.I
pawed
There werecollegium;(or were they class was in the wrongplace, and through the pile again. Iupended
collegia?) and clinics and minis- we were instructed to meet in an- the box and shook it. How disaptries andcounselingcenters, and all other building nexttime.Disorienmannerof support facilities.Butno tation persisted.In thehour before See nontraditional on page 3
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ACTA just doesn't understand
Guess what Seattle
University faculty
members? Did you
know you're failing
your country? It's
true!Notonly that,but
you also may be intimidating some stuScan Reid dents with your oneA&E Editor sided curriculum.
Craziness!
All theseclaims are
coming from the AmericanCouncil ofTrustees and Alumni (ACTA). The ACTA is an
educational nonprofit group that dedicates
itself to academic freedom, quality, and accountability in colleges and universities.In
the ACTA'slatest article, "DefendingCivilization: How Our Universities Are Failing
America And What Can BeDone About It"
compiled by Anne D. Neal and Jerry L.
Martin, the ACTA outlines how most campuses have been the thorn in our country's
pride andits rallying attempts after the Sept.
11 attacks.

The gist of the ACTA's argument is that
—
university administration and professors in
their rush toeducate by includingclasses on
Islamic and Asiancultures and holdforums
—
on the "war against terrorism" have neglectedtoshow their patriotismand arealienating students who approve of the war.
Over the past two months we've seen a
surge in patriotism around the country spurring charity donations, bipartisan cooperation in Congress, and flags springing up everywherefromthe windowsof store fronts to

car antennas. And of course, it seems that
everyone and theirmotheris confident inthe
US's ability to root out the terrorists respon—
sibleandbring themtojustice no matterthe

member atSUafter Sept. 11opposingforums
or new classes concerning the religion of
Islam, Middle Eastern cultures, or anything
else relating to the world from which the

suspected terrorists and their harborers hail.
cost.
Indeed,
cites,
the generalfeelingaroundSU seemed
Most colleges, the article
have an
equivocal stance on the war and the U.S.'s to be an eagerness to understand this culture
foreign policy. Some professors, the article as well as avoiding any prejudices or dissays, refused to make judgments in the after- crimination that cancome from notdoing so.
Professors like Sharon Suh of the Theolmath. Moreover, the article points out they
even promoted tolerance and diversity as ogy and Religious Studies Department and
antidotes towardevil.(Whoa, slowdown you Gary Atkins of the Communications Departout-of-controlliberals!)
ment are a few of the multiple faces around
But the ACTA's most grossgeneralization SUbringing theaforementioned speakoutsto
comes with the article saying: "Rarely did campus. Last month, Suh presided over a
professors publicly mention heroism, rarely panel ofspeakers in Wycoff Auditoriumthat
did they discuss the difference betweengood educated the audience on Middle Eastern
and evil,the natureof Western political order peoples while dismissing many fallacies.
or the virtue of a free society...lndeed, the Atkins was a speaker at a forum earlier this
message of much of academe was clear: quarter in the Casey Atrium discussing how
BLAME AMERICA FIRST."
media shapes the perceptions ofa society on
Hmm, overreaction— much?
a culture. The talk included a section with an
Apparently,professors whosponsorspeak- Arab filmmaker who presented a provoking
ers that point out most Americans didn't video onhow Americanmedia distorted and
know squat about anything Middle Eastern stereotyped Middle Eastern culture before
aren't showing their resolve for the good 'ol Sept. 11. The audience will never look at
US of A. And darnit, they should, says your Disney's "Aladdin" the same way again.
friendly ACTA. What with92%of thepolled
So it's a little frustrating to see Lynne V.
American public in favor of military force Cheney,the ACTA's foundingchairmanand
says the organization,what exactly is wrong self-appointed purveyor of all things Ameriwith universities?Fall in line, for goodness' can, quotedin the articlesaying: "To say that
sake!
it is more important now [to study Islam]
It'shard tosuccinctly describemyreaction implies that the events ofSept. 11 were our
as Iread this article. It seemed to be some- fault, that it was our failure...that led to so
deaths
so
thing thatreeked ofconservative propaganda many
and
much
and ignorance of the academic community. destruction studentsneed toknow theideas
Ican't remember any student or faculty and ideals on which our nation has been

.

built. .If there were one aspect of schooling
from kindergartenthroughcollege to whichI
would give added emphasis today,it would
be American history."
Oh, that Lynne Cheney. Once you ignore
that paranoid,irrational conservativenature,

she's not all that bad.
"Defending Civilization" is the ACTA's
first project sponsored through the Defense
ofCivilization Fund.TheFundisset towards
supporting the studyofAmericanhistory and
the civics of Western civilization. Colleges,
the article claims, shouldoffer these courses
as well as more pro-war oriented speakouts
for the students and faculty it says are the
minority in campuses.
On one hand it's easy to understand the
ACTA's motives.The organization has said
(and proven) that graduate students knowledge of American history is at a staggering
low. It is wholly appropriate to ask for a
greater emphasis on such courses that help a
student comprehend the ideals and values of
the country in which they may very wellgo
on to live,not to mentionpossibly defend.
The truth is, American historyis important,
but not at the point where learningit comesat
the expenseof not learning about other cultures. That wayleads toanethnocentric existence. Only a broadenededucationcan create
a rational, freethinking human being.
SU, like othercolleges, is right on target by

teaching its students about Islam and the
MiddleEast.

...

"Lame-duck mayor" soon to be replaced
Schell's inadequacies werenumerous, from our lawmakersfeel that the voting public is
the WTO mess to theMardiGras fiasco. He better informed and more savvy than our
will not be missed. But what do wehave to electedofficials? Weputpeople inofficefor
a reason-to investigate,ponder, and decide
look forward to?
Nikels won the election becausehis
ideas for transit were more popular
than Mark Sidran's. Nikelsis right on
this one,weshouldgoaheadand spend

Scott van Amburg
Spectator Columnist

|

.

Radiohost: ". .andwhenare we going to
pot-smoking, womangetridofourilliterate,
"
izingmayor?

Mayor Quimby (watering his pot plant):
"
"Hey!I
am no longer illiterate.
Thereis going tobe a change at the tophere
in Seattle. Come January, Greg Nikels will
replace ourlame-duck MayorSchell. Thank

goodness he got booted in the primaries.

the money for the light rail system
while we waitfor themonorail project
to get off the ground. What of the
othernew policiesournew mayor will
bring to the table?
Other than mass transit, the main
difference between the two is ideological.Sidranpromised tobe a quick,
yet thoroughdecision maker,ready to
take on the tough calls required of a highrankingpublic official. Nikels' philosophyis
a polar opposite. He prefers to get a public
consensus on every key issue posed to the
city, rather than making difficult choices
himselfT/ii.?isaridiculous way to runa city.
Western Washington is initiative happy already, which is aproblem initself. Why do

—

government across this nation are set up to be
representativedemocracies. Thismeans that
we elect peopletorepresentourinterests, and
weletthem dothe jobofgoverning. What we
are movingtowardin theGreatNorthwest is a form of direct democracy,
where the people get together to vote

Mayor Paul Schell (left) had striking similarities
to SimpsonsMayor Joe Quimby (right)
on theissues important to us. Thepeople at
themayor's office andon the citycouncil are
more informed on the problems facing Seattle thanJoe Public Voter, orat least they
should be. If they are not, we have the
opportunitytopick someone elsefor the job

in the next election.

Theexecutive and legislative branches of

on every issue facing their constituency. It's pure lunacy, folks. There
are way too many voters, way too
many uninformed voters,and for this
to work. If we let the people decide
exactly how to spend our tax dollars,
we end up with a lowcar tab tax and a
property tax law that essentially turns
into a budget cut every single year.

Preposterous.
Our politicians work their entire lives in
order to represent us and make tough decisions about the future of our city, state, and
nation. We need to forget the initiatives and
let them do their jobs. Nikels' ideais going
to bequitecostlyand timeconsuming,as well
as destructive. Where's Mayor Schell when
you need him?

Non-traditional disorientation
me. I'd have to say I'm generally
oriented to student life now.
It still feels a little strange at times, to be
surrounded bypeople less than half my age.
Itry to recall the details of being twenty. It
doesn' t seemas thoughmycollegegirlfriends
and Iwereeverasgood-lookingas the women
on campusnow. Isometimes smile tomyself
at the spectacle of a smug young Barbie-doll
undergrad strutting her stuff: Enjoy it, sugar.
In fifteen years you're gonna look like an
avocado. Have some more fries with that
grilled cheese.
I'mluckyin that my friends are steadfastly
supportive, so I've not had to find any of
those facilities they told me about inorienta-

From page 2 advise
pointing. Nothing for hot flashes.
A yearlater, I'vemostly de-mysticizedthe
peculiarities of campus protocol, although
the registrar's office stilldenies myexistence
from time to time. I'm a thirdof the way into
my senior year, and it looks like I'm really
no longer go ballistic when
going to finish.I
I hear the term Non-Traditional Student,
though Istill think it's criminallysappy. I've
never againbeen required tostandin therain
to receive useless information. (My Econ
class met indoors.) After a couple of false
starts, I
finally managed to secure the guidance of an advisor who is actuallywilling to

tion. Certainother people seem to delight in
tellingmeabout someoctogenarianthey read
about (in the checkout line at Safeway, no
doubt)who'sgraduating from Radcliffe with
a 4.0 in triple majors while acting as sole
caregiverto herinvalidhusband and a couple
of dozen crack babies and is homecoming
queen and captain of the field hockey team.
There is much to be grateful for in this life,
and I'mgrateful I'm noteitherofthosepeople
— the oldhomecomingqueen with the 4.0 or
the twit who tells me her story, whom I

always try to spill something on, preferably
something hot. One can only do so much,
afterall.
The benefits of my education are already

The Spectator " December 6, 2001

apparent,and this isgratifying. Atleast twice
since 1 began my studies at SU, Ihave re-

ceived hearteningcommunications from the
U.S.Navy. "DearStudent," theybegin. The
letters proceed to informme of the wealth of
opportunity that awaits me in Navy O.C.S.
—
Imagine, a Navy Officer! The uniform is
so smart looking, andIhearthey have agreat
orientation program. No matter how bleak
the job situation looks in the worldoutside
SU,I
canal wayscheermyself with the thought
of marching into my local Navy recruiter
with my letterand making his day, the lucky
fellow. Ithink I'll wear nautical print leggings and a commodorehat.Anchors aweigh,
boys,I'm living the dream.
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SECURITY REPORT
Austin burton
Sports Editor

open.
At 2p.m.the next day,theMurphy
Apartments
marijuana.
manager's office refew flakes of
Theflakes
vending
ported
and
the
was
a
machine had been
put
bag
were flushed
into evidence.
broken into.
Money and food products were
Hello Clarice
reported missing.
At 10 a.m. on Friday, a vending
Wednesday, 11-28-01
machine in the Administration
A Xavier resident reported that Building was reportedbroken into.
she had received three harassing Moneyand foodproducts werealso
phone calls that morning while reported missing.
workingat the front desk.
The vendingcompanyresponded
CPS isinvestigatingthe sourceof toall incidents,and agreed to place
betterlocking mechanisms ontheir
the calls.
machines.
Meal card money running
CPS and the Seattle Police Department are investigating a posout?
sible lead in the thefts.
Wednesday, 11-28-01 through
But we didn't drink it here
Friday, 11-30-01
At 6:30 p.m., CPS staff received
Friday, 11-30-01
a reportofforced entry into a vending machine in theBellarmineHall
A campus community member
reported hearing noises coming
lobby.
Twostudentsin the lobby admit- fromthebushes on theSouth sideof
ted taking food products when they Bellarmine Hall.
saw the machine had been forced
CPS investigated and found two
items, a small pipe with burnt residue, and a small plastic bag with a

What did you think was
going to happen?
Monday, 11-26-01
An Xavier Hall Resident reported to Campus Public Safety
through hisresident hall director
that he had a television, three
DVDs, $200 in cash, and acalculator stolen from his room. The
resident admitted that he blocks
—
hisdoorlateh meaninghisdoor

—

is unlocked all the time which
may have had something to do
with the theft.

Make-up? Check. Weed?
Check.
Tuesday, 11-27-01
Xavier Hall front desk staff received a small black bag from an
unknown person who said they
found thebag in the building. The
bag contained personal make-up

students and some cans of beer

Calm yourself

nearby.

The underage students admitted
havingattended anoff-campus party

and having consumed some beer.

Saturday, 12-1-01
CPS discovered a 1x1.5 foot
holeinthehallway ofBellarmine' s

The incident was forwarded to the

sth floor hallway.The damage is

studentconduct system.

estimated at approximately $100.
Really,I
didn't drink it here

A popular car

Sunday, 12-2-01
At 2:50 a.m., CPS staff discov-

Friday, 11-30-01
A campus community member
reported their damage to their vehicle on two separate occasions in
the 1lth and E. James garage.
The victim said the vehicle had
sustained a scratch that was a few
feet long from an unknown object
and, a few weeks later, was punctured on the front passenger side
fender.

ered alcohol in a hallway in
Bellarmine Hall. A resident
claimed ownershipof thealcohol.
They said they'dattended anoffcampus party andconsumed beer
there. The resident had no more
alcohol but disposed of some
empty alcohol containers from
"past experiences." The incident
was forwardedto the studentconduct system.

Father Sundborg talks life,
music and parties on KSUB
NicoleRetana
Neivs Editor

they can relax andhave absolutelynothing
to do. Thisis justa pipe dream,and people
pace of culture keeps us busy and should deal with theirhecticlife-stylesin
The second Chape/side Chat there aretwoattitudesonecanadopt, other ways.
with President Father Stephen according to Father Sundborg.One
"What's ourattitude?" he asked.
"I know people who have waitedtheir
Sundborg,SJ.occured lastThurs- caneitheropt tosettleintothe waves
day evening at 6 p.m. on KSUB that life is going to toss them, or whole lives for their retirement," he said.
"But when it came they made themfrequencies 1330 AM and 89.1 waitfor whatisnever goingtocome.
"Peace, slowness, simplicity —
FM.
selves just asbusy as they werebefore and
According to Natalie Mosca, you're notgoing tohave it,"he said. nothing changed."
According to Father Sundborg,
KSUB deejay. Father Sundborg
Father Sundborg also confirmed, conaddressedmanyissues that affect many are waiting for the day when trary to the rumors, that Jesuits "don't

students on a regularbasis.
We live in a society where the

throw thebest parties."

Car Accident?
Don't Let An Accident Today Turn IntoPain
In The Future! FREE REPORTReveals Important
Information For Your Future Health!
Don't Waste Another Minute,Call The
Toll Free 24 Hr. Recorded Message At 1-800-758-5196

Car Accident?
■
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"Wei1a coupleofguysdothrow together
poker
a
game every now and then," he
offered when Moscaquestionedhim about

the complete absence of parties in the Jesuit residence.
Father Sundborg also confided that he
had always wantedtobe aJesuit evenwhen
he was only two or three years old.
"There wasnever a timeinmy life when
Iseriously consideringanything else."
When asked about his personal goals
and where he wants to go in life,Sundborg
responded,"As apriest Iam what Iwanted
tobe.Itdoesn't matter what I
do as long as
Ido it as a Jesuit."

Vt9ivs.]

Father Sundborg also talked about his

"J^

new life style since his heartattack in1998.
"Iused to be very intohamburgers, french
fries and cheese cake," Father Sundborg

said. "And now? Not a french fry in three
and a half years."
I Father Sundborg also joked about his
J^m '>'■■■: '■''■-'■■
occasional viewingof"TheWeakestLink"
and "Who Wants to be a Millionaire."
"I watch it because Ithink how can
people watch thisjunk...lt'sjustperversely
attractive," he laughed.
Mosca enjoyed the hour she spent with by Sean Tupy
Father Sundborg over the airwaves and
**** ************
#
referred to him as a conductor of music
saying, "people are your music."
Got a news story? We wanna hear it.
ITHAVEIXOM
The next Chapelside Chat withFather "
Call or e-mail us at (206) 296-6471 or
Sundborg will be sometime in January of '
newstips@seattleu.edu. Happy Holidays!
2002. For more information, please call
(206) 296-6036 or ore-mail
ground transportation.Rates are subject to change withoutnotice

Prices include round-trip air, Kcommodatlons and may include
All prices are based onlirtire from SEA. Pricei do notinclude met

"■

■■■■■'-■■

"
"

ksub@seattleu.edu.
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Cabinet: student budget proposal opts to cut scholarships in half
From front page

at The Spectator are here
because of their talents, not their

editors

said shefeels fairly com-

pensated through tuition

Unfortunately,Father Sundborg popularity. They haveearned their

remission for time spent
working on the paper
because tuitionis sohigh.
She added that time
spent at The Spectator
ASSU."
Claar proposes that scholarships takesawayfromtimethat
to ASSU and The Spectatorbe re- could be spent working
duced by half so that the money off-campus.
could be allocated to other student
"I'mable to do somegroups and organizations.
thingI
love withouthavCurrently at The Spectator, ing to starve or worry
money is given to the Editor-in- about tuition. I
couldn't
Chief, who decides how much is say that if Iwere paid
less," said Baranski.
ing proposal and officially told
awarded to each staff member.
The "paycheck" is given in the
Guillen added, 'The staff at The Domaoan that The Spectator does
form of tuition remission and is Spectatorearnseverypennyof their not wish to be included.
applied every quarter.
scholarship."
"Virgil is wise to reevaluate
ManagingEditor Amy Baranski
Baranskiis against thenew fund- spending habits and costs,but such

was out of town and unavailable positionsthroughtheirhardwork.lt
for comment on the proposal.
is unwise to compare this situation
In another section of the pro- to that of organizations such as

posal, Claar suggested that scholarshipscurrently awarded to ASSU
and staff of The Spectator be diminished.
Regarding ASSU, Claar stated,
"It is difficult tojustify anincrease
[in programfunding] when56%of
the funding goes to paying for
scholarships based only on being
electedto an office or position."
"Idisagree with this statement,"
Alexis Juday-Marshall, Editor-in-

Chief, said.

"Writers, photographers

and

majorchanges shouldn't happen so
quickly," Baranksi concluded.
"A longer and clearer process
shouldoccur for evaluatingbudget

concerns."

Bon Appetit update on meal plans and tip jars
Nicoleretana
News Editor

At the ASSU meeting, Buzz

Hofford, FoodServiceDirector,said

Bon Appetithad taken way tipcups

At the Nov. 14 ASSU Assembly
Meeting, representatives unanimously agreed to put anend to the
"tipban" that wasineffect ateateries across campus.

from all of their food services except the Casey Commons, located
inthesixthfloorof theCasey Building. Hofford said that Bon Appetit
decided to remove the cups due to

Sept. 1lth attacks
delay class project
Cheryl Farrish

Staff Reporter

sense."

This year, the African Chamber
of Commercehad planneda dinner

certain campus community members who felt that there was pressureon them to forfeit their hardearnednickels and dimes to the tip
jar.By taking the tip jarsaway,Bon
Appetitpresented students whodid
not agree with the complainers to
step upanddefend the tipping tradition. ASSU unanimously voted to
keep the tip jarsat all eating establishments.
Hofford also attended the ASSU
meeting toannounce the newmeal
plan proposal that Bon Appetit is
eyeingfor nextyear. Underthe new
planthere wouldnot be three plans,
like there are now (Plan A,Plan B
and PlanC), but four.

and the
campusas
a whole
can cut

back on
dents, faculty and
staff who
optfor the
Convenience

NICOLE RETANA / NEWS EDITOR
was Plan
The
Hawk's
Nest
absence
next
will mean all major
year
B, will
eateries
will
belocated
on
the
southside
of the campusand
also get a
hungryfine arts and Xavier residents will be ow of luck.

TheDiner's ClubPlan wouldbe
in Campion Ballroom as a
fundraising event to complement the most expensive of these plans
Parker's graduate-level manage- the forum. However, due to the but will also provide campus resi- bargain.Thecost ofthatplanis only
up *p^j irom j>o*l /to vhoj'i.
ment course "Global Enterprises" unavailability of Washington State dents with the opportunity to eat coins
day
three
meals
a
and
a
Finally,
still
afford
for those who get fulloff
has drawn students and commu- CongressmanJim McDermottand
acan
soda, the old Plan C is
or
an
extra
As
of
of
yet,
snack
soda.
of
nity members alike to the SUcam- an African representative to the
moving
not
been
a
over
to make room for the
plan
there
has
that
has
pus. The project consists oforga- WTO, the dinner waspostponed to
toeat
Club
Plan. This plandoes
given
enoughmoney
Campus
students
nizing and publicizing anon-cam- a later date.
mugandis tailored
day
a
some.
witha
three
meals
and
then
not
come
'Two major speakers, for very
pus forum on African TradeRelathose
being
is
for
who
live
off campus but
The
old
Plan
A
now
reasons,
good
tions.
could not behere for
the
want
to
or a coffee
dubbed
Preferred
Club
Plan.
catch
lunch
dinner,"
Parker,
who
This year's forum was held on the
clarified
$740
cost
then.
It
also works
year
plan
every
This
the
and
now
and
were
speakers
Nov. 17 andincluded speakers Dr. noted that both
dealjump
to well for students whocome straight
Yusuf A. Nzibo, the Kenyan am- ing withpressing issues onthe East next year the price will
$775. Along with the $35 jump, fromworktojump into theirevening
bassador to the United States, Coast.
The fundraiser dinner, which was Bon Appetitis alsothrowing in five classes.
and Peter Gishuru, the President
Besides gaining new and excitand CEO of the African Chamber advertised at $50 per person, has free espressos and a free mug so
ing
cheaper
can
theirdrinks
club status,students willalsobe
buy
students
ofCommerce ofthePacificNorth- yet to be rescheduled.
Forthe past threeyears,thequarterlyproject for professorBarbara

losing Taco Bell. When Bon
Appetit moves from the Hawks
Nest to the New Student Center,
Taco Bell will not be goingalong
for the ride.
Unfortunately,their contract was
not renewed for the nextacademic
year. Hofford told ASSU that with
Taco Bell gone PizzaHut will no
longerhave a pricecompetitor and
may start to drive prices up.
Inother words,oneshould enjoy
the deluxe nachos while they can
—
before they are going, going
gone.

west.

"The project serves both academic and justice objectives,"
noted Parker, who also serves as
the faculty chair of the International Club. "It highlights trade
opportunities forcountries in Africa that could otherwise be left
behind in the rush of globalization."
The annual event is hosted by
SU'sMaster of Business AdministrationProgramand the African
Chamber of Commerce. Both
groups devote considerable time
and resources to planning the
event. However, Professor
Parker's students are responsible
for recruiting the speakers,printingthe informational handoutsand
publicizing the event.
Parker visualized this project
three yearsago when sheencouragedher first class toorganize an

that highlighted the emergence of Africa in the international trademarket.

event

"It is pretty clear that Africa is

marginalized," notedParker. "It's
important that it [Africa] not be
marginalized in a business trade

student nctivities oFFice TAKE A STUDY BREAK!!!
Films presents:

Vl lirft A

jl

■V I

FRee movie rhd
ice-CReflm sunDfles
Sunday, December 3th
sub, First Floor

Come by for Cookies, Coffee, and a
moment to unwind at the Center for
Student Success. During finals week,
Dec. 10, 11, 12 (M, T, W) The Center
for Student Success will have FREE
TREATS in front of our office in
Bellarmine Residence Hall
Room 111-x2260.
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Candelight: SU students celebrate mass
Reid
dropped reveal apparition of
community Scan
A & E Editor
the woman.
gathers
Since then, the cloak with the
community
image
Virgen
hung in a
Students
over loss
bers ofSeattle Universitygathered temple Tepeyac wherehundreds
night
p.m. in Chapel
people
People
an

to

and

of La

mem-

de Guadelupe

has

at

last

From front page

Daniel Wilkinson, a researcherfor
Human Rights WatchinNew York,
told the AssociatedPress.
"She broke ground on using the
Mexican legal system for defending human rights victims."
Last Sundayafter the9p.m.mass
at the Chapel of St. Ignatius, a
small crowdencircled the Reflection Pool in front of the chapel to
honor the fallen heroine.
Parishioners exiting the chapel

at 6:30

the

of

ofSt. Ignatius for the annual Mass
of the Virgen,sponsoredby ASSU
and the student organization
MEChA (Movimiento Estudiantil
Chicano/a De Aztlan).
The Mass, presided by Father
Peter Ely, SJ, featured a presentation by Professor Jeanette

attendmass.

have

decorated the walls of the temple
with pictures of miracles in their
lives,such as a familymember recovering from an accident or disease.

Rodriguez related to thepeople at
the mass howLa Virgenhas madea
significant impact on the popula-

Rodriguez-HolguinaboutLa Virgen tion, then and now.
In 1997, at the massacre of
deGuadalupe, thefocus oftheMass
andhope
and a figureof faith
among Chiapas, Mexico, militants murpeople.
the Mexican
dered a crowd of 46 people at mass
Rodriguez,an associate profes- that included mostly women and
were offered small white candles sor of the Theology and Religious children. They also riddled the
SEANREID/ A& E EDITOR
and asked to line the four sides of Studies Department, stood in front church statue of La Virgen with
Virgen
hangs
An
La
De
onan
altarin Campion
Guadalupe
illustration
Many
of
pool.
parishioners,
the
not- of the attendees in themiddle of the bullet holes before breaking it to
Ballroom.
ing therain on their faces and frost ceremony to addresstheimportance pieces.
on their breath, simply smiled of La Virgen de Guadalupe
However, the people of Chiapas Guadalupe then moved to the Cam- free foodand ethnic dancingput on
and its
apologetic "no thank you's" and relevance to modemsociety.
later put the statue together with pion Ballroom to a celebration of by MEChA.
disappeared.
La Virgen de Guadalupe is the bandagesandrenamed it "Virgin of
However, the rain and colddid
centerof a story whose originsliein the Massacre" to honor the victims.
not discouragea determined group the townof Guadalupeback in 1531, Rodriguez emphasized how La
of forty people huddled together whenthe NativeAmericanpopula- Virgen has become a symbol of

under umbrellas and hoods. They tion wasstill reelingfrom European
heldcandles and paid homage to a conquest.
woman who braved much more
As the story goes,a man named
thanrain and cold for others.
Juan Diego was walking to class
According to news sources, when he ventured to the Tepeyac
Ochoa had experiencednumerous hilland met a woman who was the
threats and dangerous situations Catholic Virgin Mary. The woman
before in her field of work. Since toldDiego to build a temple on the
1995, Ochoahad been kidnapped hill
where she was standing, and
andreceiveda stringofdeaththreats later told him to take roses to a
for defending rebel sympathizers nearbybishop.
in southernMexico.
When Diego, with the roses
Ochoa was an amazing woman bundled in his cloak, later ap■who went out with the same light
she spreadto others.

Undergas

proached the bishop, his cloak
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812 1 2th Avenue
Seattle, WA 98122
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H**Wonderful

views of the city and mountains

l**Keautiful courtyard terrace and garden
l**Quality designer interiorcolor schemes and
W^Pw"^H[ %Nll] finishes throughout
_■__ H**K'tcnens with natural wood stained cabinets,
ovens,
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frost-free refrigerators,self-cleaning
built in microwaves, and dishwashers
and dryer in every unit

jl**Washer

H**High speedinternet access, satellite, and cable
TV available.

window planters
|**Patio or Juliet
entry system

|l**Keyless

with video interface

M**Exercise center onsite
W**Underground all reserved parking

-

Hours:
M-F 10 a.m. 9 p.m.
Sat 11a.m. -9 p.m.
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I S.U. students present this couponalong with a student I.D.and |
v

Those attending the Mass of

"

l^l
i&i located across the street from the
mIE(Cw
S.U. Law School

I

These are paid positions
Please submit resume, cover letter and at
least five samples of your work to The
Spectator
I
located in the basement of the SUB.*"
the mass continued with choral "
Please call (206) 296-6470 for more
music by membersofMEChA and "
"
information.
the Chapel Choirs.
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Rodriguezsaid.Rodriguezexplains
thisallows people todayto relate to
those in Chiappas and the Native
Americans 450 years ago.
After Rodriguez's presentation,
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The Spectator is looking for
photographers and cartoonists. "
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hope and compassion, but also a
witness to death and life.
"Given the eventsof Sept. 11,we
now haveaglimpse of what itslike
to have our land attacked,"

Vantage Park
At 'First Hill
10U East Terrace Street
Seattle, wa 98122

receive one FREE can of pop with each order.

1

Luxury Condo style at apartment prices!

Pay NoRent UntilFebruary 2002!
Leasing office: 206.381.5878
Fax:206.381.5876

yjsstj t our

www.vantageparkapts.com
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Redhawks split two to run record to 3-3
Team loses to MSU-Billings before coming back to beat Northwest

Carl Bergquist

outscore

Staff Writer

secondhalf.

the Eagles 39-21 in the

Cal-Jean Lloyd led the Seattle

College.
The Redhawks have started a
tradition of fallingbehind early and
coming back to make it close or
pick up the win, which they did

against NWC.

SU fell behind 42-21 on solid
shooting from the Eagles. Even
when they fellbehind by 20 at one
point,the Redhawksnevergaveup.

Minuteslater,in acontroversial call, head coach Cox was
ejected, resulting in four free

throws for MSUB. SU found
themselves down by 20 with
over4:34 to play.
The Redhawks responded,
like they have done in their
previous contests, making a
strongcomeback.
Freshman Mariko Trias'
three-pointercappeda17-4 run
bySU, where they heldMSB to
no field goals.
SU clawed back to within

upset.

year SU trailed
SUB 41-5 at half in what
rned out to be a slaughter,
lis year, SU picked up
lother loss, but the

iLast

Lloyd, the reigning Great
Northwest Athletic Conference
Player of the Week, picked up her
23 pointsinonly29 minutesofplay
off the bench. It is no wonder why

ellowjackets sweated

she's third in the conference in

every second of the victory.
only led by three at

scoring.
"In the first game of the season,

the players could have folded. But

second half to hold NWC to 20
percent shooting from the field,
while SU's offense came alive to

Redhawks.

with the help of Lloyd's 23
points andnine pointsapiece
for sophomore Leah Welton
and senior Bridgette
Takeuchi.
"We chipped away at the
lead they never shouldhave
had," Lloyd said.
The Redhawks also fell
behind early against
undefeated Montana State
University-Billings, but
couldn't come back, just
missing pulling off a huge

University women's basketball
team (3-3) with 23 points as the
Redhawks pasted Northwest

they fought back and made a nice
run in the second half," head coach
Dave Cox said. "I think that gave
them a lot of confidence. We're
very youngand we've got to learn
to bring our'A' game everynight."
SU picked up theirdefense in the

SUpickedup the67-63 victory to

move into their conference opener

JSUB

Minutes before, SU was
cad by three after coming
ck from an eight-point
The Redhawks kept it

Natalie VisgerofMSU-Billings
'Thesecondhalf wegotourheads
on straight," Lloyd said.

CASH

>se in the second half,
ilingbytwowith 1 1:15 to

However, then the Redhawks
started to crumble. The team's

five with 20 seconds to go, but

couldn't slip in another basket.
MSUB addeda couple more
free throws to pick up a 76-69
victory.
"We have to learn to piece
together two halves. Once we
do that we'll have a lot more
wins," Lloyd said.
The Redhawks shot 52 percent in the second half to make
SHEILA STANGLAND / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
up fora-paltry 23 percent from
the floor in the first half.
Cal-Jean Lloyd goes up for a shot
againstthe YellowJackets.Lloydhad
Welton picked up 14points
in the contest, 11in the second
17pointsin the game.
half to match senior Jessie
DeLaunay who scoredall 1 1of
leading scorer, Lloyd, fouled out her points in the secondhalf.
with 8:40 to play, but not before
picking up 17 points to lead the

FOR BOOKS!!!

I

Sell your TEXTBOOKS for CASH

December 10-21
Seattle University Bookstore
1108 £. Columbia St.
Seattle, WA 98122

I

206-296-5820

I

Order Textbooks Online: seattleubookstore.com

I
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...for free andlow budget fun!

'Ji sthe Season

By Sara Bader

Features Editor
...to

be

poor-

AND VILIJA SIMIATIS

Copy Editor
but

poor

and

AND AMY BARANSKI
Managing Editor

Carolina (Lompstitiom

Dec. 7, Caroling 5:3up.m., Pike
PlaceMarket
The Great Figgy Pudding Street
Corner Caroling Competition is an
annual competition between more
than40 caroling teams to raise
funds to support the work of the
PikeMarket Senior Center and the
Downtown Food Bank. Also, the
PikePlaceMarket will be
decorated with Christmas lights
through Dec. 31

.

creative!

oZy Choiriprtuid ~A iJuiival ojChriitmiU
Dec. 7at 8p.m. & Dec. 9at 2 p.m., St. Joseph 's Church,
18th and E. Aloha
For more information,please contact Joy Sherman at
._ (206) 296-5371.

%*L«t 7VJUiL,/e^uon

Dec. 8, 1p.m., Museum ofHistory and Industry, 2700
24th Aye. E.
Local TV legends JP Patches, Gertrude, Stan Boreson,
Brakeman Bill,Romper Room's Miss Marily, Mrs.
Capain Puget, Rosco the Raccooon and Engineer Walt
will host a festive holidayprogram.

Df Croa CountrySliaidSitawiko* Jutu/al

Dec. 8& 9, 9 a.m., Stevens Pass Nordic Center, 7mi. eastof thepass
A day of cross country skiing and snowshoeing, designed to show
you what these spprts are all about. Bring your questions for the
experts and some warm clothing. Free ski rentals, trail passes and

UU»PJ, C~~+jJIM.Qm*JL»

Dec. 9, 1to 3 p.m., Volunteer Park Conservatory, 1400 E. GalerSt.
TheFriends of the Conservatory along with Conservatory staff are
throwingan open house,complete with holiday music,

Star* anJSoHfiErifliU* Up tits

Dec. 12, 7 p.m., University Way NEbetween 43rdand 45th
Several choirs and ensembles,including theKUOW Choristers,
SeattlePeace Chorus, University Cooperative School, will Grenade
the Aye. Parking is free at UDPA lots.

P

Through Dec. 31, see www.magicseason.com/schedule.htnifor

c, Bellevue Downtown Park (by Bellevue Square)

better than ice skating for a little fun or even romance? Special events
Disco Night andLate Night Skate.

see wwrt.seattlecenter.comfinformalion/wfestQl.htmfor more info.
Don'tmiss the Holiday Carousel,Holiday Train Exhibit, Winterfest World Weekend, over

Shop and enjoy the holiday spirit indowntown with a free carousel, a

...to think about family, especially
your mother— Earth, thatis!
Stuff, stuff and more stuff!
Sometimes more is less,
especially when six billion people
all have to share one planet. This

holiday season, consider earthfriendly presents(many of which,
conveniently, are cheap]).

Make homemade gifts like
jam,baked goodies,poetry,stories
—
or artwork or why don't you get
bustingduringfinals weekand give
yourparentswhat theyreally want:
a new, shiny A in
(fill in
the course)! Take guitars lessons
and serenade your sweetie.

Donateto charity. Consider
giving a card thatsays, "Instead of
Choose gifts made from
buying you more stuff, 1 donated recyclable
materials.
money to a charity that really needs
Recycled
glass
plates or candlethe extra help."
holders,fleeceblankets andclothing
made from recycled plastic soda
Give your time or an bottles are cool and unique gifts.
experience. Make a gift
certificategoodfor one paperediting
Consider giving garden
session,math lessons,adinner date,
gifts like solar-powered garden
a weekend away, babysitting,
lights, native plants, a bag of Zoo
yardwork,housework, or massages. Doo,
a worm bin,ora subscription

Sara Bader / FeaturesEditor

for membership in an organic
producecooperative.

Give gifts again!

Hold a

"White Elephant" party where
everyone,brings a gift that they
received before but never used.

As you wrap your presents, presents in one! Also, try
remember that you can reduce wrapping gifts inreusable items
wrapping paper waste, too. Hey, like towels, canvas bags, or
since you'rereading it,why don't baskets. Even though it's shiny
you use The Spectator to conceal and beautiful, try to avoid foil
all of those earth-friendly wrapping paper,because it's not
—
presents it's like giving two recyclable.
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...to get to know the Big Guy inRed

...to celebrate

Santa Claus is a beloved icon of festivity and joy, but just where did this
mysterious guy come from? According to the History Channel, our modern
imageofSantaClauscanbetracedback toamonknamedStNicholas whowas
believed to havebeen born around 280 A.D. in Patara, modern-day Turkey.
Stories of this charitable, good-hearted monk remained popular, especially
among the Dutch, and took seed in many different cultures under different
names. Howeverin 1822, it wasEpiscopal minister ClementClarkeMoore's
poem, "An Account ofaVisit fromSt. Nicholas,"that popularized theidea of
a Santa who flew fromhouse-to-house inasleighpoweredby reindeer (thathe
named)soas to leave presents for good little childrenby meansofa chimneyentrance. He wrote the poem for his daughters, never knowing the legacy it
would create in future American Christmases. In 1881, Thomas Nast, a
caricaturist for Harper's Weekly ,drew a cartoonbased onMoore's poem that
created the first images that matchour now-familiar notions of a Santa whois
plump and jolly with a whitebeard, sackof toys,red suitewith white trim,and
a North Pole workshop ran by elves (Nast also created the Republican
elephant andDemocratic donkey).

"

"

AVisitfromSt.Nicholas

by Clement ClarkeMoore

ofhumanity!

all

Ckriitmai is the Christian
celebration of the birth of Jesus,
whichiscelebratedon Dec.25.In
the USA, family, food, and
consumerism create the general
merry-making atmosphereof this
holy day.
JCmuuaa is a non-religious
African American celebration
focusing on African values of
responsibilitiestoself,family, and
the community. Meaning "first
fruits of the harvest," in Swahili,
Kwanzaa runs from Dec. 26 to
Jan. 1 and reaffirms AfricanAmerican
ancestors and

We 'reallfamiliar with thepoem, but didyou know that it helped to
inspire our modern American concept ofJolly OldSaint Nick?
'Twas the nightbefore Christmas, whenall through thehouse
Not a creature was stirring, not even a mouse;
The stockings werehungby the chimney with care,
Inhopes that St.Nicholas soon would be there;
Thechildren werenestled all snugin their beds,
While visions of sugar-plums dancedin their heads;
And mammainher 'kerchief, and Iin my cap,
Had just settled downfor a long winter'snap,
When out on the lawn there arose such a clatter,
Isprang from thebed to see what was the matter.

9

founded Kwanzaa in 1966 and giving charity, purifyingone's
more than 18 million people behavior, and doinggooddeeds.
celebrate it worldwide.
CluuuiLJi,{\\c FestivalofLights,
billion
Muslims
is
For over one
a celebration of the victory of
worldwide,Kamadan (the ninth the Maccabees and the
monthof the Hijra calendar) is an rededication of the Jerusalem
extremely special month of the Temple.Italsocommemoratesthe
year wheredevotion to God, self- miracleofthe oilthatburnedfor 8
control, and inner reflection are days. In 165 BCE, led by the
of Hasmonean family of Mattathias
primary. It is a
religious roots,and there aremany the High Priest and his youngest
meaningsofRamadan for different son,Judah, the Jews succeeded in
Muslims. In general, Muslims evicting the Syrian-Greeks from
fast during the daylight hours to Israel and restored the Temple.
focus on spiritual needsratherthan After theTemplehadbeencleaned
bodily needs so that they can be and the Priests were ready to light
more aware of the presence of the Temple menorah, they could
Allah in their lives. Ramadan is findonly one jugofoilthat was fit
also a time of intensive worship, touse. While this wasonly enough
reading of the
for one day, it
Quran,
lasted for eight: a
miracle! This is
why Chanukah
is eight days
long, beginning
on the twentyfifth day of the
month ofKislev.
The festivities
center around

family
and
remembrance of
religious
heritage.

Away to the window Iflew like a flash,
Tore open the shutters andthrew up the sash.
The moononthebreast of thenew-fallen snow
Gave the lustreof mid-day to objects below,
When, what to my wonderingeyesshould appear,

But a miniature sleigh, and eight tinyreindeer,
With a little old driver, so lively and quick,
I
knew in a moment it must be St.Nick.

More rapid than eagles his coursers they came,
Andhe whistled,and shouted, andcalled them by name;
"Now,Dasher! now,Dancer! Now,Prancerand Vixen!
On,Comet! On Cupid! On,Dormer andBlitzen!
To the topof the porch! to the top of the wall!
Now dash away! dash away! dashawayall!"

Jnii late-19th century cartoon Dy LJhomai flail
popularized the now-common imageof\S5anta.

...to know about your SU Chri stmasTree

As dry leaves that before thewildhurricane fly,
When they meet withan obstacle, mount to the sky,

The recent erectionof the 18-footChristmas tree in the Pigott
Atrium last week was a lengthy process that came close to
endangering some students' lives.
Eyewitness accounts tellthe harrowing tale:
MagenFong, a senior Communication major who is looking
forward to graduating this June, was quietly studying in the
Pigott Atrium last week when shehad a startling brush with the
equipmentused to raise the towering evergreen.
Unbeknownst toher, the hugeblue arm oftheboom lift swung
within inches Fong's head, ruffling her hair as it zoomedpast.
She was sitting down when her friends suggested maybe she
moveout of the way whilegrounds workers tuggedandpulledon
cables to raise the tree that is adorned by nearly 2,000 white

So up to the house-top the coursers they flew,
With the sleigh full of toys,and St.Nicholas too.
And then, ina twinkling, I
heard ontheroof
The prancingand pawingofeach little hoof.
As Idrewin my hand, andwas turning around,
Down thechimney St.Nicholas came witha bound.
He wasdressedall in fur, fromhishead to his foot,

Andhis clothes were all tarnished withashes and soot;
A bundle of toys hehad flung onhis back,
Andhe looked like a peddler justopeninghis pack.
His eyes— how they twinkled! Hisdimples how merry!
His cheeks werelike roses, hisnose like a cherry!
His drolllittlemouth was drawn uplike a bow,
And thebeard ofhis chin was as white as the snow;

lights.
"It all happened so fast, Ididn't have time to think about it.
Looking back, however, 1 shudder to think. It will be a great
story to tell the grandkids, when I'm old and over the trauma,"
MagenFong, seniorCommunication major, said.
Ittook more than four hours to put the tree up. First, Grounds
workershad to cramthe tree through the narrow doorway. Then,
they had to steer a boom lift into the building, which took two
hours alone. The boom lift is usedbecause the tree is so heavy.
"It weighs between600 and 1000 pounds," Lee Miley from
Grounds says.
They usedcables andropes to stand the tree up(it currently
leans a rough ten degrees to the north).
The tree has an interesting history, as do many of the trees
around campus. They come from the town of Onalaska, Wash.
Towering conifers once stretched over the small town of
Onalaska,creatinga vast wildernessuntouched by loggingin the
latter part of the 1800s. Now a settled community of 3,007

The stump of a pipe heheld tight inhis teeth,
And the smokeit encircled his headlike a wreath;
He had a broad face and a littleround belly.
That shook, whenhe laughed like a bowl fullof jelly.
He was chubby and plump, a right jolly old elf,
And Ilaughed when 1saw him, inspite of myself;
A wink ofhis eye and a twist of his head,
Soon gaveme to know Ihad nothing to dread;
He spoke not a word, but went straight to his work,
And filled all the stockings; then turned witha jerk,
And layinghis finger aside ofhis nose,
And giving a nod,up the chimney he rose;
He sprangto his sleigh, to his team gavea whistle,
And away they all flew like the down of a thistle.
But Iheard him exclaim, ere he drove out of sight,
"HappyChristmas to all, and to all a good-night!"

Sara Badeh / FeaturesEditor

Jeremy Edwards / photo editor

SU's Christmas tree in the PigottAtrium.
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people,Onalaska isstillknown forits trees,especiallyby Seattle
University. Ron and Ruby Scootie,a happily married couple,
grow Christmas trees forSU's campusevery year. The trees are
displayedin the Pigott Atrium, Law School and Upper SUB.
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The good, the bad, and Redhawks drop
the greedy sports figures two more over
the weekend;
start season 0-5
The latest story outof the NBA is

of the Clippers'
the
Michael Olowokadi, whois facing
up to three felony charges.
These days, it is not just the
athletes makingheadlines;fanshave
been gettingintothe actionas well.
InSan Francisco,thereis a heated
custodydisputeheaded to trial.And
no, I'm not talking about a child
here, but rather the custody battle
for BarryBonds'73rdhomerunball.
The plaintiff in the caseis claiming that he actuallycaught thehistoric home run, and lost it in the
ensuing mob scene.
Theman whoended up with the
ball says he found it on the ground
during the struggle.
Now a jury willdecide the fateof
this spherical piece of horsehide
that just might be worth a bunch of
money. That is until someone hits
number 74. (Trust me, it'll happen
someday.)
Iam wondering if the defense
willhireJohnnieCochran todeclare,
"If it fell out of his mitt, you must
acquit."
Yet in the midst of all this bad
news and cynicism, there are still
remindersof whywearefans.These
are the stories that make us smile,
cheer and cry.
Stories like Lance Armstrong
kicking cancer' s derriere and going
ontobe a three-time TourdeFrance
champion and become cycling's
most dominant figure.
Storieslike that of ByungHyun
Kirn, whoreturned toPhoenix to be
embraced by anentire city,despite
his dismal performances in the
World Series.
recent arrest

John Boyle

Sports Columnist
It used to be so much simpler.
We used to turnto sports for the
good news, for a distraction from
the bad things happening in the
world.
Now, it seems more and more
frequent that the sports pages are
as tainted by bad newsas the front
page.
For years we have had the
exploits of Mike Tyson, Daryl
Strawberry and half of the Dallas
Cowboys to demonstrate the bad

side of professional sports.Lately,
however, it seems like there is

negativenewscomingfrom allover
the place—and not just Michael
Irvin's hotel room.
To be fair, athletes are human
like the rest of us, andlike therest
of us, they make mistakes from
time to time.Unlike most people,
however,athletesare constantlyin
the spotlight, leaving them little
margin for error.
Over-exposed or not, fans still
cannot help but to occasionally
InColorado,wesaw Frenchskier
wonder what these guys are Laure Pequegnot win a World Cup
thinking.
slalom race just weeks after her
Take Nate Newton, the former teammate RegineCavagnoud died
pro-bowler for the previously in a training accident.After crossing
mentioned Cowboys,for example. the finish line in tears, Pequegnot
Newton wasrecentlypulledover dedicated the victory to her fallen
with two other men in a van teammate
who had once been
containing 213 pounds of victorious herself on the same
marijuana.Why intheworldwould
mountain.
aman whomademillionsofdollars
Perhapsevenmoreemotionalwas
in the NFLberisking a felony drag
last Saturday's Army vs. Navy
traffickingcharge?It justdoesnot football game.This game hasnever
make any sense.
heldmorerelevance inour lifetime,
Perhaps he just has areally bad and although Army won the game,
case of glaucoma.
the bestmemoriesof the day came
Not tobeleft out,basketballhas from thepowerful
emotions thatthe
producedits fair shareofcrimeand game brought out everyone
of
who
negative publicity.
was watching.

j
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"
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The next day in the NFL, there
were not tears,but rather unabashed
joy.
Brothers Bill and Martin
Gramatica both kicked game
winningovertimefieldgoals fortheir
teams, the Cardinals and the
Austin Burton
Buccaneers,respectively.
Sports
Editor
Both brothers, who grew up
playing soccer together,proceeded
After losing two games at last
tocelebrate as iftheyhad justscored weekend'sBest Western Dallas Inn
the game-winninggoal in theWorld
and Suites Classic, the Seattle
Cup for theirnative Argentina.
University men's basketball team
Sure the celebrations were a bit goes into tomorrow night's contest
overdone and bordered on being at a disappointing 0-5.
comical, but they also showed two
"Losing takes its toll, but you've
athletes who truly appreciate what
got to keep sticking with your
theydo and find true joyin the game philosophy,"
said assistant coach
theyplay.Not to mentionthat it was TylerGeving.
"Thekids have kept a
pretty fun to seeBill Gramaticadoa
good attitude."
sommersault as his kick split the
On day one of the two-day
uprights.
invitational,heldat WesternOregon
Soon, the biggest sporting event
University,SU was beaten71-50 by
of all will occur inFebruary when
California State Universitythe 2002 Winter Olympics kick off
Bakersfield.
inSaltLake City. TheOlympics are
The game was closer than the
always an uplifting event,and these
score indicates, though, as the
Olympics willhold an even greater
Redhawks were down by just six
significance, as the countries of the points
withless than six minutes to
worldcome together and are united
play.
in one event.
"I was pleased with our defense
With two monthsuntiltheopening
minutes," saidheadcoach Joe
for35
ceremonies, the Olympic flame has
Callero. "They had difficulty
started its cross-country 46-state figuring out our matchup zone,
but
journey to Salt Lake City.
then they hit two threes in a row
In addition to being carried by
and the next thing you know we're
many ofthe country's best athletes,
down by ten."
the torch will be taken into New
Junior forwardBryanPetersonand
YorkbyLyz Glick, whosehusband
freshman guard Andy Bloom
Jeremy was amongst the heroic
combined for 73 percent of the
people on United flight 93 who
team's scoring output.
helped overpower the terrorists
Peterson led SU with 22 points,
before the plane crashed in rural including
4-for-4 shooting from
Pennsylvania.
behind the three-point line. Bloom,
Sports, like life,will always have making
his first start of the year,
its ups and downs. Too often we
15 points on five threes.
scored
hear only about the negatives and
No one else scored in double
forget the positive and uplifting
figures forthe Redhawks.
stories.
Lemar Gayle paced the
Yes, athletes can screw up, and
Roadrunners with 22 points off the
fans can actlike children,but inthe
bench.
endlet's not dwell on the negative The next day,SU was on thebad
incidents.
blowout, this time at
Instead, let's celebrate the times end of a 76-40
of
the hands undefeated Northwest
when sports makeus laugh and cry
Missouri
State University.
and the times that we become so The Redhawks scored just nine
caught up in the moment that we points
in the first half against the
need toremindourselves thatit is,in Bearcats,
and were down by 28 at
fact, just a game.
halftime.
Let'spassLyz thetorchandwatch
"Iwasglad when the first half got
her carry it into the city whose over,"
saidCallero.
residents could all use a little light.
No one on the team scored in
double figures for the game, as
Peterson and Adam Enfield led the
way with eight points apiece.

We want you!
The Spectator is looking for photographers and

cartoonists. These are paid positions
Please submit resume, cover letter and at least five samples
of your work to The Spectator located in the basement of the
SUB. Please call (206) 296-6470 for more information.
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Turnovers have continued to be
the team's Achilles heel, as they
gave the ball away more than 20
times ineach ofthelast two games.
SUhas had more turnovers than
their opponents inevery game but
one this season, and have yet to
give the ball away less than 11
times.
"Teamsover20 turnoversa night
very rarely win basketball games,"
Callero said.
Another problem is that the
Redhawks arenotonly still learning
how toplay together,manyofthem
are learning how to play on an
NAIA/NCAA level.
Just one of the team's top eight
—
players starting center Philipp
—
Aurand competed at a four-year
college levellast season.
Enfield and Brian Johnson bot
redshirtedanddidn't play atall las
year. Bloom and KyleVessey wer

in high school. Peterson, Dame
Lyons,and Wes Newton.
The team has also had to pla
catch-up all season, in individua
gamesas wellas indevelopingteam
chemistry.
SU has yet to be in the lead a
halftimethis season, fallingbehinc
by at least ten points at the break i
three of their five games.
"It'dbenice to get in thelead and
play from a position of power,"
says Callero."Then we don't have
to press and scrap and gamble so

much."
Add to that the level of
competition the teamhas faced,and
you cansee why Callerothinks it'11
be mid-January at the earliest when
theRedhawks finally hit theirstride.
"We've got one of the toughest
schedules in the nation," says
Callero, noting that three of SU's
first five opponents are ranked in
the top 25 nationally, and four of
those five games have been on the

road.
"I believewe've improved each
game,"says Callero. "But so have
the other teams."

Tomorrow night the Redhawks
home to face Northwest
College,whobeat SU by ten points
in the season opener. Tip-off is
scheduled for 7 p.m.
return

A.A. Lemieux Library

i
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Best wishes on the successful
conclusion of youi- pipers, projects and

—

final exams.

TheStiffofLemieux Library
We can help.
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Rage-amoto, the Mafia, and bodily
functions that rhyme with Luc
SaraBader

E: Ilike puking in the gutter,
especially when the competition's
right there. But no, ummm...how
Varsity sports are serious do we preparefor swim meets
business, and anyone hoping to
L:Craig(Mallery,thecoach)does
compete must seriously prepareboth the preparationby scouting out the

Features Editor

...

physicallyand mentally,yearround.

teams and making the lineup to

maximizeour points.
E: We just do whatever Craig
Luc Lamarche must be pretty tells us to do.
serious guys if their swimming
L: Yeah, Imean if swimming
performances are any indication.
was the Mafia, Craig would be a
—
After four yearsofunprecedented boss, and we wouldbe the
team and personal success, pool
E:Craig would be the Godfather
records, Ail-American honors, and and we'd be like —
Spectatorcelebrity-status (check out
L: No, I just watched the
the Speedo"actionon theNov. 15 "Sopranos," though. So Craig
cover), it's about time you get a would be Junior Soprano.
peek into the proverbial locker (BELCH). Elliott would be—
rooms of their
minds to see

Which means that Seattle

University seniorsElliottKolbeand

Even morelaughter)
L: (Now as Spongeßob
Squarepants)Focus, focus. Ithink
the funniest thing we ever did
was...(long list of omitted,
incriminatingacts).
L: The funniest thing we ever
saw was (senior swim team
member)Kyle Nakamoto slipping
and falling ona bench at Lewis and

Clark.
(Tears rollingdown their cheeks
in laughter)
E: The benches were really

slippery. He stands up on the
benches, and then he slips but he
goeshorizontalbeforehehits. Then
he hits thebench and bounces off.
L: What was even funnier than
that was when
Cyle picked up a

what drives
such

dedicated
athletes.
Andevenif
youthink you
know, you
have no idea.
Seriously.

hair and threw it

"I WAS WATCHING AN IM, AND IJUST"GO
BLLLLLLUUUUUAAAAAH!
ElliottKolbe

across the locker
oom.

E:Yeah, beause someone
tolehistowel.So
hat'showhe got
tlenames "Rage-

E: Big Pussy, come on.
L: Elliott wouldbe Big Pussy. I
wouldbe {Pausefor debateabout
Soprano characters, including
controversyoveriftherewasaLittle
Pussy on the show).
Spec: What aboutTony?Elliott's
got to be Tony.
L:Elliott,yeah,you'redefinitely

...

Spectator:Howdid youguys get
into swimming?
Elliott: Well, my mom swam, so
she coached a swim team when I
wasreally little. She was good.She
pulleda poolrecordback inNevada.
Luc: Ijustdidit for somethingto
dobetweencross-countryandtrack Tony Soprano.
E:I'm Tony.
in high school.
E:He's morecallused. I
didit for
L: If swimming were like the
—
just
thelove of my mother. Luc did Mafia
E:No, / wannabe BigPussyl
it for the love of himself.
(Break to comment about The
Spec:What are thebest and worst Spectator's coverage of the swim
team, or more specifically, the
things about your sport?
L:Do you want us to go there?
inverse proportion of a team 's
E: Uh, the things I like about winningandthe amount ofspace it
gets in thepaper.)
swimming? It's challenging.
L:Geez.
E:You have to work very hard.I Spec:Maybe you guysshoulddo
guess I
getsome kindofsatisfaction a men'sswim team calendar?
—
out of it. 00, oo Ilike being on a
E:That's my mom'sidea. Yeah.
team. Yeah,Ilike beingona team. (imagine a 6-foot-3 man's
And I think I just like swimming impression ofhis mother). "Hey,
back and forth hundredsof times a you guys should do a calendar."
day.
We could have JohndoingChopper
chance
do
5
in it.
L: I like it as a
to
something else besides school.
(Rolling onthe groundlaughing.
E: Goodanswer.
Note to readers: DO NOTinquire
more about Chopper 5)
L: Write that other stuff, about
Spec: What do you not like?
E: Sometimes it's hard. drinking sweet stuff so our puke
Sometimes practice is hard. And tastes good.
E: 1think our team throws up the
sometimes it's hard, sometimes.
most out ofanyother team. I
scared
Spec: How do you guysprepare Ryan Tuatoo at this one meet. Iwas
watching an IM, and I just go
for swimmeets?
E:Ieatstuff that'sreally sweetso BLLLLLLUUUUUAAAAAH!
And he was like, "Yo, man. You
when I throw up it tastes good.
L:That's a goodone! That wasa okay?"
good one. Make sure to drink
Spec: Beyond bodily functions,
Gatorade soyour puke tastesbetter.
E: Yeah.
whatisthe funniest swim teamstory
Spec:Why do you puke?
youhave?
L:Because it's hard, that's why.
Both: There are too many. Way
We puke after we race.
toomany.
E: (Noticing the clothes in the
E: Ipuke after a 200 freestyle or
closet) Can Iget my picture in the
200 IM (individualmedley).
Spec: Do you puke in the pool? Spongeßob costume?
L:Yes! (uncontrolled laughter)
E:Well, I'vepuked in the gutter.
L:UsuallyImake it to the trash
E: Can Luc be in Spongeßob,
can.
too? (Pausefor Luc'soutfit change.

SARA BADER / FEATURES EDITOR

Luc andElliott get seriousfor a moment

amoto"and "Slip-amoto."
After an hour of intense,

Confuscious-like truths,it appeared
thatthere wasno bottomto Luc and
Elliott's well of swimming
profoundness.
It seems that the average reader
will never be able to wholly

—

understand the complexity the

—

dedication,physicaland mentalfitness,and concentration that is an

SU athlete.

a good chance of beating a threefoot ninja in a freestyle swim-off.
Elliott and Luc both hold world

—

So for now,content yourself with records if they had been

these final wordsfromthe prophets competing in women's Olympic
events.
of the swimmingBible:
And they rea/Jy Jove their boys
Luc will never beat a three-foot
ninja in a wrestlingring, but even on the swim team. Even the
Elliott agrees that Luc would stand freshmen.
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Might Be
Radiohead's riff-heavy latest I
Wrong gives the people what they want
Whitney Gould

StaffReporter

ings opens up with the riff-heavy
"The National Anthem," which
originally appearedonKidA. Missing from the live version are the

EversinceRadiohead re-emerged
fromthe shadowof Creepwiththeir horn sections that Yorke himself
1995 rock opus. The Bends, there thought sounded like a "New York
hasbeen something about theband City traffic jam."
that we Americans just can't get
Intheirplace,however,is Yorke's
enough of.
amazing vocal instrumentation
Is it the moody aspect of their (When didhe everhave time to take
public appearances?Isit theirseem- scatting lessons?) 'The National
ingly drug-inducedmusicalexperi- Anthem" builds and builds for almentation? Is it singer Thorn most five minutes until it erupts
Yorke's undeniable beauty? Is it into "I might be wrong," another
the fact that REM and U2 always riff-heavy anthem.
mention them in interviews as the
Thelyrics of "IMightBe Wrong"
best band in rock and roll?
are a bit different from those on
Radioheadleaves you to answer Amnesiac and suggest a possible
these questions on your own. All rebirth. "Let's go down the waterthey give you is their undeniably fall / have ourselves a good time/
complicatedmusicalong withafew never look back," Yorkesings as he
strange interviews and their quasi tries to overpower the title song's
at amazing
groove.
cryptic
Maybe
website
www.radiohead.com
Radiohead's schizophrenic selfAfter the release of the monster help messages are not as insane as
known as Kid A/Amnesiac and a people think.
very brief tour to follow,Radiohead
As"IMightBe Wrong"comes to
hascomeoutagain withariff-heavy a halt, in comes the machine gun
collection of live Europeanperfor- driven beat of "Morning Bell."
mances entitled / Might Be Wrong "Morning Bell" is an interesting
Live Recordings. Nov.13marks an songin thatit wasthe onlysongthat
important date in Radiohead's ca- appeared on bothKidA and Amnereer.Not only was it the date that siac. The "Morning Bell" on /
first live CD was released, but it is Might Be Wrong, is a lot closerto
truly the day that Radiohead al- the KidA version.
lowed people to see inside their
The only thing missing are the
terrifying synths and vocal distorcomplicated heads.

.

/ Might be Wrong LiveRecord-

tions.Yorkeand band makeup for

halfclap andhalfwonder
it with equally terwhat the hell they just
rifyingbackup voheard.
cals.
Oncetheaudience pulls
Recovering
together,
the
terror
of
themselves
from
"Morning Bell"
Radiohead comes back
comes "Like Spinwith their bass heavy
statementongreed,"Dolning Plates," one
lars and Cents.""We are
of Amnesiac's
mostexperimental
the dollars and cents/"
Yorke sings, "and we're
songs. Where the
going to crack your little
album version of
souls." Ouch! It seemsas
"Spinning Plates"
though Radiohead is out
consists of hauntto truly deliver amessage
ing sound effects
andbackwards vohere. Maybe they think
cals, the live verthat in general, some of
theirlisteners areabittoo
sionis YorkepourCourtesyCapitol RecordsInc.
ing out his soul
materialistic. Imagine
"
onto apiano while Cover artfor the "IMight Be Wrong live album.
that...
Might
his band mates oflast songonI
ng Live Recordings is the
fer subtle encouragement.
whose in a bunker / women and
unreleased, "True Love
"While youmake prettyspeeches, children first," Yorke sings in the
I'm being cut to shreds," Yorke opening lines of "Idioteque." Waits," which just so happens to be
sings in his prettiest voice, "you Doesn't he just sound like a nice anacousticguitarballad. Thebeauty
ofthis song is undeniable,and it is
feed me to the lions, a delicatebal- guy?
ance." The biblical value and sinWith the next song, "Everything pretty much thelast thing that most
cerity of "Spinning Plates" played In It's Right Place," Radiohead fans would expect.
liveisenough tomake a grownman works as a band to make, perhaps,
As seen here though,Radiohead
weep,letalone a college freshman. one of their creepiest moments of has tried to make it ultimately clear
After "Spinning Plates" comes all time. The song begins with that expectations are the one thing
"Idioteque," Radiohead's first at- Yorke cooing into the mic as he that they won'tacknowledge.REM
tempt atrecyclingan eighties dance plays an electric piano, but as it andU2 areright, Radiohead truly is
loop. DrummerPhil Selway steps progresses into what sounds like a the biggestforce inrockmusic. Pay
up to the plate here to deliver an swarm ofbee children takingover attention to this band for one day
outstanding performance, proving the band'sinstruments, and the sim- they may conquer the world, and
that he is a very important part of plicity of the song vanishes. All the first step todoing sois admitting

KThe
■

the band. "Whose in a bunker /

thatremainsisthe audience as they

that they could be wrong.

Laramie Project depicts crime sans easy answers
VILIJA SIMAITIS

Copy Editor

Eight empty seats lined upfacing
the audience on anotherwise blank
stage. As the actors tromped in,
they became the company members whohad traveled to Wyoming
to compile what became The
LaramieProject.
In October 1998 Matthew

Shephard, a twenty-one year old Moiscs Kaufman explains his inWhat followed was over 200 instudent from the University of spiration for the play. 'Theidea for terviews of the townspeople of
Wyoming wasbrutally murderedin TheLaramieProjectoriginatedout Laramie that were then narrowed
Laramie, Wyo. becausehe wasgay. of my desire to learn more about intomore specific voices to tell the
TheLaramie Project comes close why Matthew Shephard was mur- story of a town defined as an
—
to an eyewitness account of what dered; about what happened that accident a crime. Notevery voice
occurredin the townafter Shephard night; about the town of Laramie. was a friendly one. Though townswas murdered.
Theidea of listening to the citizens people were outraged by the crime,
The newtheater production from talk really interested me. How is some expressed the fact that acThe Tectonic Theater Project fea- Laramie different from the rest of cording to theirreligion,homosexutures an article in which writer the country and how is it similar?" ality was a sinand therefore wrong.
The last people to see Shephard
alive gave accounts of his time in
the localcampus bar. Chairs were

Robair's
Salon & Day Spa

then overturnedon the back of the

25% off your first visit & 15% off
each visit thereafter for Seattle
University students, faculty.
and senior citizens.

We are afull service salon staffed with seasoned
Professionals and guaranteeyour visits will make
this Holiday Season an experience that will stay
with you a lifetime! Client parking is available in
the back of the building and is handicap accessible.
Hair, Nails, Massage, Skin and Body Treatment.

the fence where
Shephard was murdered. A spotlight illuminated the place where
hisbody wouldhave laid,staringup
at the stars whereLaramie sparkled.
The light blue backdrop slowly
changed into a dark crimson, the
cast exhaled and the theater went We sat in our chairs and groped for
black.
some direction for oursentimentalThe play continued for another ity, guilt andanger.
two acts, focusing on the criminal
In presenting the communities'
trials of Russell Henderson and thoughts about Shephard's death,
AaronMcKinney, the two boys ac- Kaufman and the Tectonic Theater
cusedofmurdering Shepard. Rather Project didn't have a specific
than focusing solely on the issues agenda. The play ended with the
stage to create

82212th Aye Seattle, WA 98122 (206) 709.8379
Monday thru Saturday 11am to Bpm

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, Idon't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than Ido. That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $795.
Icananswer any LSAT question letme prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915

-

Shephard'sfuneral,but weregreeted
by, "angels withbig ass wings and
earplugs" to drown out prominent
minister Fred Phelps who also
returned for the trials.
Theaction on stagewas focused
on representing the voices of the
community, but was not presented
in a way that the audience could
form a solid opinion about theMatthew Shephard case.
We weren't ultimately supposed
10leave the theater feelingsorry for
him, or left feeling any particular
empathy for the killers, nor was
there a strong impression that this
event was something to fear within
our own communities.
All of those points werepossible
endings. TheLaramie Project did
not steer the audience in any particular direction with its ending.

surrounding hate crimes, homo-

sparkling Laramiesky but without

sexuals in Wyoming, or the mur- an outlet for any emotions experiderers, the community's concern enced during the performance.
was more present.
The programwas filled with sto'"Live and let live' is crap. If I ries of mistreatmentand violence
don't tell you I'm a fag then you towards the gay community but
won'tbeat the crap out of me," a there wereno instructionsaboutmy
gay Laramiecitizen said. The mag- responsibilities as an outraged
nitude of hate the town was forced citizen. The Laramie Project runs
to deal with seems almost unrea- through Dec. 15 at the Eve Alvord
sonable. Homophobic protesters Theater. For tickets and info call
actually came to Laramie for 206-547-7500.
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Joyful Christmas Carol really gets
audience in the spirit of holiday present
SaraBader

Scrooge giving Marley netherworld, Icould feel the weight bouncy...well, oldman,thatPichette
reallyprovedhis actingdexterity.
the pink slip and using Tiny Tim's of his chains.
crutch as firewoodin a surprise endOf course, David Pichette's
When the magical moment in "A
Christmas Carol" finally arNo, the role ofBobCratchit was ing.
ived, Pichette's Scrooge
Mouse,
They go because there is
not performed by Mickey
hope
whichpretty much ruinedany
almost no better way to eswasa veritable thespian chameleon, bursting into the
of a Goofy cameo in thelater Jacob cape the endless sea of Old
Marley scenes...
Cratchit'smeagerhomewith
Navybags on thedowntown
a whirlwind of hostilityand
But A Contemporary Theatre's streets, to forget about jobs
threats on Christmas day.
(ACT) bang-up presentationof "A or homework or bills for 90
"Why weren't you at
ChristmasCarol"made me forgetall minutes, and to remember
about my favorite, TV-recorded just whatmakes the holiday
work?" Scrooge demanded
of Bob, whilethe rest ofthe
Disney version of this Charles season so great.
classic,
Visually,
Cratchits— suddenly siDickens'
a feat no lesser
the play was an
encedfromtheirrevelries—
production could have done.In fact, animated Thomas Kincaid
all of my pre-final bah-humbugs! Christmas card. The Victooweredin the shadows.Bob
—
disappeared or at least wereput on rianageneverlooked sogood
'umbled uselessly for anan—
wer,but thegig wasalready
holdfor an evening evenas Iwas asitdidintheGhostofChristmetinthe lobbybyaflurry ofvermeil mas Past's white-satin, furp:Scrooge's gift of a giant
velvet, satin hoop skirts, ascots and trimmed gown or in
Christmas dinnergoose was
Scrooge's impeccably smart
c iscovered at the door, and
top hats.
"Do you have a favorite song?" vest and flapping tails. The
croogetwirledaroundin an
ttempt to hug as many
one of the Victorian-clad carolers dark theater glowed warmly
asked in a pleasantlyput-on English with fuzzy streetlights and
Cratchits as his arms could
>ossibly hold.
accent. With a request of "White fireplaces, rosy cheeks, and
Christmas," his group immediately Yuletide dancing.
"Merry, merry, merry,
launched into sweet acappella harmerry, merry Christmas!"
The performance was Scrooge
lifts Tinytim"overhis shoulder inACT's croogecalled to nobodyin
mony, and I was feeling all warm housed in ACT's AllenThe"A Christmas Carol.
>articular, in contrast to his
and fuzzy from a Christmas carol atre, where every seat intieven before "A Christmas Carol" matelyhugs thestageandevenpeople Scrooge carried the show. Always elabora belittling of the phrase the
in the back can literally touch one quick-tempered and cranky, he re- day before. From bah! humbug! to
began.
It was the little extras like this that actoror another at some point during deemedhimself witha twinge of wry merry Christmas! in a flash— you
made the experience exceptional. the show.The props and stage setup humorlike whenhe extolled the vir- really have to hand it to a guy who
Let's face it, if you don't know what were minimal, but when the first tuesof thebestcharitable shelters in can turn his act around that fast,
"A Christmas Carol" is about by snow flake fell from the rafters, the London:prisons. Headeptlychewed literally!
turns, like

Features Editor

now, you probably aren't reading
this review because your extreme
seclusion prevents you fromgetting
a copy of this paper. Theater-goers
donot flock to ACT hopingGregory
Falls' adapted version of Dickens'
tale contains some new twists and

audienceturnedfrigidfromthe force
ofKevin Donovan's shivering performance as Bob Cratchit as he sat
numbly at his deskbecauseScrooge
refused to throw more coal into the
furnace. WhenJacobMarley(David

Scully) climbed onto stage from the

ScroogeburstintotheCratchithouse

pretending to be furious ,and then
spontaneously jumpedout ofher seat
and smiled uncontrollably with
Scrooge as hoisted poor little Tiny
Tim ontohis shoulder.
As Ilooked around, Inoticed that
mostly all ofIhe otherchildren were

likewise amazinglyenthralled. These
impromptu actors were almost the
best part of the night, their bright
eyes and laughtermixing withall of
the other festivities to create an en-

tire atmosphere ofChristmasexcitement that extended far beyond the
stage.
It almost even made me
overlook the fact that Tiny Tim miraculously walked on his crippled
foot two times during the performance (but who's counting?).
ACT's "AChristmas Carol" wasa
beautifully presented familiar story,
and it was no coincidence that my
apartment wasdecorated forChristmas the next day. The experience
waslike revisting the joy of this tale,
and the joy ofChristmas, through a
child's eyes.
So may you get into the holiday
spirit, dressupandgo out fora night,

feel happy always, dance with joy
like theFezziwigs,rememberwhatit
means to celebrate all of
humanity .and mayGodblessyou,

..

every one, with going to see this

In fact, I
knewScrooge'sswitchin play.
up every well-wisher'smerry words
and spat them back, dripping with temperament was convincing be"AChristmasCarol" runs through
venemous contempt, at their sender. cause alittle girlin apuffy redChrist- Dec.23 at A ContemporaryTheatre,
That is,untilthree special visitors mas dress, who sat directly across 700UnionStreet,SeaU\e,Wash.CaU
persuaded him toact otherwise, and the stage from me, was actuallyin- (206)
292-7676 or
visit
www.acttheatre.org for ticketinforit was in switching from a fuming, spired to change moods with him.
bitter old man to a gleeful,
She frowned andwaved fists when mation.

Magnificat!: a music
festival for peace

\From page one

carols, along with another, rather

interesting instrument.Playingthe
gemshorn willbeGeorgeSimmons,
Dean of Science and Engineering.
The gemshorn is made from the
horn of a chamois or ox and has a

haunting,' delicate sound.
Wide-rangingand varied,thefestival is sure to be an entertaining
experience. One, it seems, where
very little has been overlooked.
Specific verses of "Oh Come, Oh
Come Emanuel" and "Oh Little
Town of Bethlehem" were chosen
to relate directly to this time.
"There's definitely a focus of
seekingand findingpeace," notesa
very passionate Sherman. "Ithink
mean,
it'sgoing tobe really good.I
the students have worked so hard
and they're very dedicated."
Indeed,forasingle-creditcourse,
the 126 students that comprise the
SU Choirs certainly put in a lot of
work. Sherman and assistant
Audrey Eller, class of 2001, are in
the process of compiling figures
for the amount of time choir stu—
dents put in and already the figures are huge. But commitment is
necessary when so many voices
have to come together to make
music.
'Thechoir is different fromother
classes because, it's like a team.
We all succeed or don't succeed,
dependent on each other," says

Sherman.
The 2001-2002 SUChoirshave
twoperformancesunder their belts,
singing at Parent'sWeekend inthe
Chapel of St. Ignatius and at the
Mass of the Holy Spirit. With its
focus on peace in light of all that's
happening in the world, the
Magnificat!performance seemsespecially significant.
Sherman suggests "it's kind of
like an offering to our community
here our campus communityand
—
to Seattle as a comfort and a directionfor us."Likethe SU motto,
"connectingthe mind to whatmatters," choir students are taught a
similar philosophy on music and
theheart.
"I tell the students that if they
haven't touchedthe heartsof their
audience they haven't made music. And they can do their music
perfectly, but if they haven't sung
with their hearts and they haven't
reached their audience then they
haven't mademusic."
Come enjoy the music of SU
Choirs on Friday, Dec. 7 at 8:00
p.m. and Sunday, Dec. 9 at 2:00
p.m. at St. Joseph Churchlocated
on 18th Aye. E. & E. Aloha.
Reserved tickets are $28, $13
general,and tickets prices for studentshavebeenreduced to$6. Call
206-296-5372 for more information.

—

m

Live in France,study in France and
expand your horizons while having
■

.

a uniquecultural experience.

A ■ jctrja

Belize
china
England

France
Germany

Seattle University's oldest study abroadprogram,
has overa 25 year history in the fast-growing,
cosmopolitancenter ofGrenoble.With its university,
rich cultureand alpine setting,Grenobleoffers
students a widerangeof cultural experiencesand
outdooractivities.The programfeaturestwo quarters
of language andculture courses.

—

fl

India
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Japan

Mexico
Turkey
N""-? [ ><iI
INIt_cli QvjLid

floor,(206) 296-5380
For more information contact International Studies, Casey 3rd
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ASSU

What ASSU is working on this week:

ASSUBriefs:
Open Leadership Positions for 2001-02 are still open!
Please fill out an application as soon as possible and turn it
into the ASSU office.
Below are the open positions:
Secretary of Elections
(4) Elections Commissioners
(2) Finance Commissioners
(1) Clubs Commissioners

At the last official meeting of the quarter, this Wednesday, ASSU will
bring its official business to a close. The agenda consists of work that was
not completed at thelast ASSU meeting, such as the Appropriation
Request, andnew business including Sophomore Representative
confirmationand our bylaws. The agenda will be posted after Steering
Committee Meeting, this Monday, Dec. 10, atBp.m. in the ASSUOffice,
SUB 203. TheASSU meeting Wednesday night in Pigott 101 willrun
from 9-10 with a Christmas celebration proceeding it.

Five candidates turnedin applications for the position of Sophomore Class
Representative. By our constitution,thePresidentof ASSU, Virgil
Check the ASSU web page for more information and applicaDamaoan, has the authority to appoint a Representative if a vacancy occurs
tions at www.seattleu.edu/assu
during the academic year, which must be confirmed by the Representative
Assembly. He does this through the consultationof the President's
TheASSU office is locatedin theStudent Union Building, room 203. ASSU Advisory Board. TheConfirmation took place at theRepresentative
Assmbly meeting Dec. 5. The applicants were: (listed alphabetically)
offers support services to clubs and student advocacy. Ifyou have any
Devin Biviano, Adana Lloyd,Brian Smith, Chris Stout and Beverly
questions or concerns please let us know by email,
domaoanv@seattleu.edu, or phone (206)296-6043.
Wong.

Club Events and Activites
ITHIRSTY THURSDAY AT MICHAEL'S PIZZA
-^^gyyyj^yM^Er^

(OR Broadway just South of James St., next to Yasuko's)

#fe***^|^^?

BENEFITING HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
Thursday, December 6
$2 cover after 9:00 goes directly to Habitat
Happy Hour specials from 6:30 'til close!!!
slice of cheese pizza ~ $1
soup and salad ~ $3.50
cheese bread ~ $1.75
spaghetti with marmara ~ $3.95
house antipasti ~ $3.95
any large pizza ~ $15.99
any medium p jzza ~ $9

Playing at a BB Court near YOU...**

SGclttlG
TJxiXVSirSX tV
■*
Basketbal1
2001— 2002

"
-

pitcher of domestic brew $4.75
pitcher of microbrew ~ $7.50
pints of domestic ~ $2
pints of microbrew ~ s2 50

-

Men s Basketball

I^/01
12/13/01

College
Newest
Western Oregon U

12/15/01
1/10/02
1/12/02
1/19/02
2/7/02
2/9/02
2/28/02

Humboldt State U
St. Martins College
Central Washington U
Northwest Nazarene
Seattle Pacific U
Western Washington U
U Alaska-Fairbanks

r^Wbmen
12/1/01

1/10/02
1/12/02

1/24/02
1/26/02
1/31/02
2/2/02
2/7/02
2/9/02
2/19/02
2/25/02

-

s

7^
7

pm
7 pm
8 pm
Bpm
7pm
8 pm
8 pm
7 pm

c
Tim*

Montana State-Billings 7pm
6pm
western Oregon v
6 pm
Humboldt State U
Alaska-Anchorage
7pm
U
7pm
U Alaska-Fairbanks
/Montana State-Billings 7pm
Western Washington U 7 pm
Central Washington U 6pm
6 pm
Seattle Pacific U
7pm
St. Martins' College
Northwest Nazarene U7 pm

at the Connolly Center

Habitat wiM also be sellin9 "Me tickets
and giving away the following prizes
throughout the night:

~ $25 gift certificate to Toi, a really swanky Thai
restaurant, located where dahlia lounge used to be
~ $25 gift certificate to Ohana, a Hawaiian and

bar in Belltown Billiards
~ moviesushi
passes to landmark movie theatres
~ 2 large Michael's pizzas

Come have dinner and hang out with the crowds!

Traditional Japanese „
(\
Karate-dO
SK
.
. .
WfCTT
We have begun traming' come Join us!

1W

%

Mondays,Wednesdays, and Fridays 1-3
p.m. at the Connolly Center. *there are
no fees* Learn: self-defense. Develop:
balance (physical/ mental). For more
mfo> visit: www.geocities.com, or
contact Sharlamane Lilly at

iiiiys@seattieu.edu
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Marketplace

15
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100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers
200. Help Wanted

400 * Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc

400. Services

semester with the easy THINK YOU'RE PREGNANT? West Seattle - Avail.
12/1/ P---------I
Campusfundraiser.com Call Birthright forconfidential
I
01 1920's house with large
threehour fundraisingevent, support and free pregnancy backyard Seeking quiet I Need a roomie? I
difference in someone's life. Does not involvecreditcard test. 1-800-550-4900(24easveoine nonsmokinemale

I?0?* TO GIVE

BACK? An hour off your
time each weekcan makea

...

udics>

arc iimng quicKiy, so

low-income seniors with rall todavi
Cnntart
shopping, transportation,
at 500. For Rent
hght housekeeping-things (888) 923-3238, or visit
these seniors canno longer www.campusfundraiser.c9m 1bdrm.in 4-plexbldg., corner
13th Ave. & E. Remington
t
Volunteers
$$ Get Paid For Your
choose the day
Court near SU $625. 1bdrm.
and time as well as the
Opinions! $$
in 11-unit bldg., corner 12th
location they would like to
Earn $5-$125 and
Ave&E.John $675. 206 232serve in. The goal is to allow
more per survey!
9865
seniors
to
remain www.money4opinions.com
independent in their own
Monthly Parking Available
home. If interested in e
m
a
i
1
$75 Per month
volunteering, callBrook at GrammarFlair@lycos.com,
Vantage Park
206-328-5656 or emailher an Englishtutorpro andyour
1011 East Terrace Street
at brookb@ccsww.org.
personal e-tutor, today with
"Underground
top-qualitywriting
allofyour
,
,,..,.,,
"Controlled Access Door
Fraternities Sororities andeditingneeds. Also,have
"All Reserved Parking Stalls
Clubs Student Groups your resume professionally
"24-hour surveillance cameras
Earn $1,000 - $2,000 this created.
call 206 381-5878

J
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newly remodeled
basement
,
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December's Rent FREE!!
Studio, 1 & 2 Br. & Town
homes. New apartments by
the bus tunnel. Grocery
store> book store, shops,
bistros below us & walk to
°games.
, , Live, work & play all I
at l location. Uwajimaya
Village, www. uvapts.com.
|
(206)340-8882.

.

|

p.ace your
rl
Classified Ad
Today!

P

fac
on bus
fr
prkg. $425/mo. incl. util. &
cble. Refs./Dep.req'd. Call
Debbie athm(206) 767-9363
or wk (206) 721-6639.

....

!■

»

|

-

Tel :(206) 296-6474
Fax:(206)296-6477

"

————————
Email"

adinfo@seattleu.edu

|
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Personals
HappyBirthdayBabu! Olive Mom Flo, Howzit??? We are SU students & Staff:
Iwould shave a kitten if I Let us all reflect on this
Juice!
going tocomehomerealsoon. Help Mecha collect clothes for thought it would impress Past Year and remember
thosewholosttheirlives on
Lets just hope and pray that Aid to Cuba clothes drive Mark.

..

Hey Roomies.
Just wanted to say thanx

for putting up with my
Ipromise 111
singing.
stop. Also thanx for all the
good memories. Iknow
there are much more to
come. that's a promise.

..

±L

..

CHRIS-whenareyougoing
to open up your eyes and
ask me out!?!
-your Secret Admirer

..

Waiting to Inhale
(Soon
at a theater near you!!!)

School's almostout! Ican't
believe it. No more ECON
260 homework.

we don't have to experience
lastyear's littleFIASCO with

sponsoredby Mecha. Thanx.

HeyMargarita sing asong for
Hey SU students!
And here's to you Mr.
me
piease donate any clothing Makinson.
Kitch, please don't take items to theAid to Cubaclothes
anything that will pose as a drive. We need your help. To MY sexy manweaponinyourcarry-on(like Boxes arelocatedinresidence Why cuddle when we can
'_
garden shears-even though halls.
itwasonly99cents). Thanks
Well all you SU Redhawks it
And peace to cows on
t lose
t
h
is ti
wonderful quarter. YES!!
saw
hili ino
Thank y° ui!
playing football Personally
~~~~
~
There
training
friend
in notime to study. Suchyummy
'
.
I
Kitchy, Iam sleepy today. I
weightroom. Youpimp you. donuts.
don t think Iam going to
we need to hookupandmake
friction.
Santa: Iwant a LexusGS430 off the light!!!!!
THANK YOU!
for Christmas. Iwas a very
good boy this past year (I
Maliagayang Pasko,
HappyHolidays to my family
think?)
'
Brown hawks!
back home. Mom K, Mom,
Aunty Bev,
i Grandpa,
Daysha, Cassie, Alyssa, Jeff,
Chase, Dad, and the rest of
da Ohana. Thanks for all
-3j(gj=*
your loveand support. Love
/^ *^&

...

Hawaiian Airlines.

_

<& |p

you guys!!!!

£^~- M

1
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u
Hey
Captain,
What about that offer? Let
us know!
i-v
1.1 t.
li
i- n
o
(Irish
Double
Trouble
Red 8b
at\
KitK
Klt Kat

jH0B»

_

thisholidayseason (fighting
inthe Middle East) so that
we can enjoy the freedom
that we often take for
granted. Our thoughts and
prayersgo out to them and
thdrfamilies

-

*"
To aD the lovely ladies out
there,sinceI
can't haveyou
all,leant have any of you.
-DonJuan

S,"" BitbyawolflastHalloween.

CIWM

w

,

„

\

J

1—

..

9-11.Letus alsorecognize
those that are not at home

>

_

j

Last Friday's full moon
foundmeknocking atyour
door, but you were smart
enough tolock itandnotlet
me in. Ileft to howl at the
moon alone.
-Lycaon
,___
Annie are you OK? Are you
OK Annie? Annie are you
OK? Are you
OK Annie??
J

.

.

'

—~

:
:a
lamkx)kmg

—

"

;

for hot male
who will make ..
all my
~7f
dreamscometrue. Mustbe
beautiful, intelligent, &
ECONOMICS!..!

%*

*

HAPPY (belated) BIRTHDAY!
We love you.
-Virgin Vault
BBEB-Thanks somuch for

III three WOrdS ICan SUm UP

LTa^l^on.

everything I've learned about life:
J1" GOES ON/'

ireauydoiikeaiiofmyniend.
-Ijust don't act like it. Chill! L|Wf p^^

"

1

8

I
amlonely,I
need someone
Are you gonna make a move whowiUwant to spendlong,
or what? I s been too long. ooUlrintwnight8withine
Don't forget about me.
If you are lonely too, don't
behesitant to call.

.

Rnhort FrOSt
Frocfr
RObert

I
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Whatis

on your

Voice

wish list this holiday

season?
"I don't want to
be in the "
newspaper.

"A Tonka
truck and a
GlowWorm

."

Paul Magno,

amanda pelle,

Senior,

Junior,

Computer

psychology

Science

"1guess my holiday wish
is to go back home
" to
Hawaii.
Patrick Ramos, Junior,
Nursing

"I want to see my family. I
want a sweater and Iwant
"
to see my girlfriend, too.
"I want snow back in "
Spokane on Christmas.

"A Victoria's Secret Angel, a
Patagonia jacket, some news skis,
world peace and a safe"holidayfor
the world.
brian langhorst, senior,

John Cherek, Sophomore,

Marketing/E-Commerce

Psychology and josh

Lipps (on right), Freshman, Engineering

"7 want someone
to pay my
"
tuition.
jamaligiah

"Iwant a really good skanner
with a 35mm film slot
" for the
negatives.

abdorhman,

BECCA KRAJEWSKI, FRESHMAN,

Junior,Nursing

PRE-MAJOR

go home and
"
family.
JOHANSON,
SOPHOMORE PREMAJOR/ BUSINESS AND ELENA
SANCHEZ, SOPHOMORE,DIAGNOSTIC
ULTRASOUND
SETHCOOPER
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